PRINT RESOURCES

Aeronautics and state -- United States.
Lawrence, Harry (Harry W.).
AVIATION AND THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT.
2nd ed.

African American lawyers--United States--Biography
McCabe, Katie.
JUSTICE OLDER THAN THE LAW: THE LIFE OF DOVEY JOHNSON ROUNDTREE/KATIE MCCABE AND DOVEY JOHNSON ROUNDTREE.

Alien labor certification -- United States -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Allott, Ann.
IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT: I-9 COMPLIANCE HANDBOOK/ANN ALLOTT, DANIEL M. KOWALSKI, CAMILLE GRIFFIN.
Newark, NJ: LexisNexis Matthew Bender, c2009.

Artists' contracts -- United States.
Litwak, Mark.
DEALMAKING IN THE FILM & TELEVISION INDUSTRY: FROM NEGOTIATIONS TO FINAL CONTRACTS.
KF4290 .L58 2009.
Business enterprises -- Law and legislation -- Illinois -- Popular works.
Connell, Linda H.
START A BUSINESS IN ILLINOIS/BY LINDA H. CONNELL AND MARK WARDA.
5th ed.

Civil rights -- United States.
Discrimination -- Law and legislation -- United States.
TODAY'S AMERICAN: HOW FREE?/EDITED BY ARCH PUDDINGTON, THOMAS O.
MELIA, AND JASON KELLY.

Class actions (Civil procedure) -- United States.
Redish, Martin H.
WHOLESALE JUSTICE: CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY AND THE PROBLEM OF
THE CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT.

College teaching.
Huston, Therese.
TEACHING WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW.

Commercial law -- United States.
COLLECTED ABA AND TRIBAR OPINION REPORTS, 2009/COMMITTEE ON LEGAL
OPINIONS AND THE TRIBAR OPINION COMMITTEE.
Chicago, Ill: ABA Section of Business Law, c2009.
KF889.A2 C64 2009.

Constitutional law -- United States.
Sunstein, Cass R.
A CONSTITUTION OF MANY MINDS: WHY THE FOUNDING DOCUMENT DOESN'T
MEAN WHAT IT MEANT BEFORE.
Constitutional law -- United States -- Philosophy.
Slauter, Eric Thomas.
THE STATE AS A WORK OF ART: THE CULTURAL ORIGINS OF THE CONSTITUTION.

Constitutional law -- United States.
THE CONSTITUTION IN 2020/EDITED BY JACK M. BALKIN, REVA B. SIEGEL.

Constitutional law -- United States.
INSIDE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: WHAT MATTERS AND WHY/RUSSELL L. WEAVER ... [ET AL.].

Corporation law -- United States -- Popular works.
Eckert, W. Kelsea.
FORM YOUR OWN CORPORATION (+CD-ROM)/W. KELSEA ECKERT, ARTHUR SARTORIUS, III, MARK WARDA.
5th ed.
Naperville, Ill.: Sphinx Pub., 2006.

Criminal justice, Administration of.
Markel, Dan.
PRIVILEGE OR PUNISH: CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND THE CHALLENGE OF FAMILY TIES/DAN MARKEI, JENNIFER M. COLLINS, ETHAN J. LEIB.

Criminal justice, Administration of -- United States.
Butler, Paul, 1961-
LET'S GET FREE: A HIP-HOP THEORY OF JUSTICE.
Cross-examination -- United States.
Wellman, Francis Lewis, 1854-1942.
THE ART OF CROSS-EXAMINATION/FOREWORD BY MICHAEL E. TIGAR.
Chicago, Ill.: American Bar Association, c2009.

Cultural property -- Protection -- Law and legislation -- Canada.
PROTECTION OF FIRST NATIONS CULTURAL HERITAGE: LAWS, POLICY, AND REFORM/EDITED BY CATHERINE BELL AND ROBERT K. PATERTON.

Discovery (Law) -- United States.
Grimm, Paul W., 1951-
DISCOVERY PROBLEMS AND THEIR SOLUTIONS/PAUL W. GRIMM, CHARLES S. FAX, PAUL MARK SANDLER.
2nd ed.
Chicago, Ill.: American Bar Association, Section of Litigation, c2009.

Discrimination in employment -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Cases.
Friedman, Joel William, 1951-

Discrimination in employment -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Cases.
Friedman, Joel William, 1951-
KF3464.A7 F74 2009.

Dispute resolution (Law).
Partridge, Mark V. B.
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: AN ESSENTIAL COMPETENCY FOR LAWYERS.
Electric utilities -- Law and legislation -- United States.
ENERGY ANTITRUST HANDBOOK.
2nd ed.
Chicago, Ill.: Section of Antitrust Law, ABA, c2009.
KF2120.2.E54 2009.

English language -- Dictionaries.
CONCISE OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY/EDITED BY CATHERINE SOANES, ANGUS STEVENSON.

Environmental law -- United States -- Trial practice.
ENVIRONMENTAL LITIGATION: LAW AND STRATEGY/CARY R. PERLMAN, EDITOR.

Estate planning -- United States -- Forms.
Hunt, L. Rush.
ESTATE PLANNING FORMS.
Chicago, Ill.: American Bar Association, c2009.

Examination of witnesses -- United States.
Small, Daniel I., 1954-
PREPARING WITNESSES: A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR LAWYERS AND THEIR CLIENTS.
3rd ed.
Chicago, IL: ABA, GP/Solo, c2009.
KF8950.S63 2009.

Federal government -- United States.
Schapiro, Robert A.
POLYPHONIC FEDERALISM: TOWARD THE PROTECTION OF FUNDAMENTAL.
Forfeiture -- United States.
Edgeworth, Dee.
ASSET FORFEITURE: PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE IN STATE AND FEDERAL COURTS.
2nd ed.
[Chicago]: American Bar Association, Criminal Justice Section, c2008.

Freedom of speech -- United States.
Shiell, Timothy C.
CAMPUS HATE SPEECH ON TRIAL.
2nd ed., rev.
Lawrence, Kan: University Press of Kansas, c2009.

Genes -- Patents.
Koepsell, David R. (David Richard).
WHO OWNS YOU?: THE CORPORATE GOLD-RUSH TO PATENT YOUR GENES.

Global warming -- Law and legislation.
ADJUDICATING CLIMATE CHANGE: STATE, NATIONAL, AND INTERNATIONAL APPROACHES/EDITED BY WILLIAM C.G. BURNS, HARI M. OSOFSKY.

Homosexuality -- Law and legislation -- United States.
Sember, Brette McWhorter, 1968-
GAY & LESBIAN RIGHTS: A GUIDE FOR GLBT SINGLES, COUPLES AND FAMILIES.
2nd ed.
Naperville, Ill.: Sphinx Pub., 2006.
KF4754.5 .S455 2006.

Humanitarian law.
Osiel, Mark.
THE END OF RECIPROCITY: TERROR, TORTURE, AND THE LAW OF WAR.
Inheritance and succession -- United States -- History.
Friedman, Lawrence Meir, 1930-
DEAD HANDS: A SOCIAL HISTORY OF WILLS, TRUSTS, AND INHERITANCE LAW.
KF753 .F75 2009.

Intelligence service -- Law and legislation -- United States.
Bazan, Elizabeth B.
THE FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE ACT: OVERVIEW AND MODIFICATIONS
ELIZABETH B. BAZAN.

Judges -- United States -- Election.
Bonneau, Chris W.
IN DEFENSE OF JUDICIAL ELECTIONS/CHRIS W. BONNEAU, MELINDA GANN HALL.

Judges--England--Biography--Congresses
BLACKSTONE AND HIS COMMENTARIES : BIOGRAPHY, LAW, HISTORY/EDITED BY WILFRID PREST.

Judges--Selection and appointment--United States--History--20th century
Solomon, Burt.
FDR V. THE CONSTITUTION: THE COURT-PACKING FIGHT AND THE TRIUMPH OF DEMOCRACY.
1st U.S. ed.

Judges--United States--Biography
Price, Polly J.
JUDGE RICHARD S. ARNOLD: A LEGACY OF JUSTICE ON THE FEDERAL BENCH/FOREWORD BY JUSTICE RUTH BADER GINSBURG.
KF8745.A76 P75 2009.
Judges--United States--Biography
Sowards, Adam M.
THE ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE: WILLIAM O. DOUGLAS AND AMERICAN CONSERVATION

Judicial ethics.
Soeharno, Jonathan, 1977-
THE INTEGRITY OF THE JUDGE: A PHILOSOPHICAL INQUIRY.
K3367 .S64 2009.

Jurisprudence.
Wacks, Raymond.
UNDERSTANDING JURISPRUDENCE: AN INTRODUCTION TO LEGAL THEORY.
2nd ed.

Jury -- United States.
Ritter, G. Christopher.
POWERFUL DELIBERATIONS: PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER FOR THE JURY.
Chicago, Ill.: Tort Trial & Insurance Practice Section, ABA, c2009.
KF8972 .R58 2009.

Justice, Administration of, on television.
LAWYERS IN YOUR LIVING ROOM!: LAW ON TELEVISION/MICHAEL ASIMOW, EDITOR.

Landlord and tenant -- United States -- Popular works.
Portman, Janet.
EVERY TENANT'S LEGAL GUIDE/BY JANET PORTMAN AND MARCIA STEWART.
6th ed.
Law -- United States -- Abbreviations.
Prince, Mary Miles.
PRINCE'S BIEBER DICTIONARY OF LEGAL ABBREVIATIONS: A REFERENCE GUIDE FOR ATTORNEYS, LEGAL SECRETARIES, PARALEGALS, AND LAW STUDENTS. 6th ed.

Law offices -- United States.
EFFECTIVELY STAFFING YOUR LAW FIRM/JENNIFER J. ROSE, EDITOR.
Chicago, Ill.: American Bar Association, General Practice, Solo & Small Firm Division, c2009.

Law -- Philosophy.
PHILOSOPHY OF LAW: CLASSIC AND CONTEMPORARY READINGS/EDITED BY LARRY MAY AND JEFF BROWN.

Law -- Political aspects.
LAW AND AGONISTIC POLITICS/EDITED BY ANDREW SCHAAP.

Law and literature.
Gurnham, David.
MEMORY, IMAGINATION, JUSTICE: INTERSECTIONS OF LAW AND LITERATURE.
PN56.L33 G87 2009.

Law students -- United States -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Sedberry, Steven R.
LAW SCHOOL LABYRINTH: A GUIDE TO MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR LEGAL EDUCATION.
Law students -- United States -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.
George, Tracey E., 1967-
WHAT EVERY LAW STUDENT REALLY NEEDS TO KNOW: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF LAW/TRACEY E. GEORGE, SUZANNA SHERRY.

Law -- United States -- History.
Johnson, Dennis W.
THE LAWS THAT SHAPED AMERICA: FIFTEEN ACTS OF CONGRESS AND THEIR LASTING IMPACT.

Lawyers -- United States -- Retirement.
Long, Michael P., 1953-
LAWYERS AT MIDLIFE: LAYING THE GROUNDWORK FOR THE ROAD AHEAD: A PERSONAL & FINANCIAL RETIREMENT PLANNER FOR LAWYERS/MIKE LONG, JOHN CLYDE, PAT FUNK.

Leases -- United States -- Popular works.
Warda, Mark.
THE COMPLETE BOOK OF REAL ESTATE LEASES (+CD-ROM).
1st ed.
Naperville, Ill.: Sphinx Pub., 2007.

Leave of absence -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Popular works.
Guerin, Lisa, 1964-
THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO FAMILY & MEDICAL LEAVE/BY LISA GUERIN & DEBORAH C. ENGLAND.
2nd ed.
Berkeley, Calif.: Nolo, c2009.

Mediation -- United States.
Greenwald, Bob, 1923-
CONFLICT WITHOUT CHAOS: A LOOK BACK AT CONFLICT INTERVENTION INITIATIVES DURING THE NATION'S EARLY CIVIL RIGHTS ERA / BOB GREENWALD.
Medical records -- Law and legislation -- United States.
Bragg, Melanie D.
HIPAA FOR THE GENERAL PRACTITIONER.
Chicago, Ill.: ABA General Practice, Solo & Small Firm Division, c2009.

Older people -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- United States -- Popular works.
Sember, Brette McWhorter, 1968-
SENIORS' RIGHTS: YOUR GUIDE TO LIVING LIFE TO THE FULLEST.
2nd ed.
Naperville, Ill.: Sphinx Pub., 2006.

Older people -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- United States.
Sember, Brette McWhorter, 1968-
THE COMPLETE LEGAL GUIDE TO SENIOR CARE.
2nd ed.

Pardon -- United States.
Crouch, Jeffrey.
THE PRESIDENTIAL PARDON POWER.
Lawrence, Kan.: University Press of Kansas, c2009.

Patent laws and legislation -- United States.
Burk, Dan L.
THE PATENT CRISIS AND HOW THE COURTS CAN SOLVE IT/DAN L. BURK AND
MARK A. LEMLEY.
KF3114 .B87 2009.

Parent and child (Law).
Parkinson, Patrick.
THE VOICE OF A CHILD IN FAMILY LAW DISPUTES/PATRICK PARKINSON, JUDY
CASHMORE.
Pension trusts -- Law and legislation -- United States.
Carrad, David Clayton, 1944-
The Complete QDRO Handbook: Dividing ERISA, Military, and Civil Service Pensions and Collecting Child Support from Employee Benefit Plans
3rd ed.
Chicago, Ill.: Section of Family Law, American Bar Association, c2009.

Political questions and judicial power -- United States.
Dow, David R.
America's Prophets: How Judicial Activism Makes America Great.

Power of attorney -- United States -- Popular works.
Haman, Edward A.
6th ed.

Private companies -- United States -- Popular works.
Warda, Mark.
The Complete Limited Liability Company Kit: (+ CD-ROM) / Mark Warda.
1st ed.
Naperville, Ill.: Sphinx Pub., 2005.

Searches and seizures -- United States -- History.
Cuddihy, William J. (William John), 1945-
The Fourth Amendment: Origins and Original Meaning, 602-1791

Semiotics (Law).
Diversity and Tolerance in Socio-Legal Contexts: Explorations in the Semiotics of Law/Edited by Anne Wagner, Vijay K. Bhatia.
Sex discrimination against women -- Law and legislation -- United States -- History.
Carlson, A. Cheree, 1957-
THE CRIMES OF WOMANHOOD: DEFINING FEMININITY IN A COURT OF LAW.

Sex offenders -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- United States.
Zilney, Laura J.
PERVERTS AND PREDATORS: THE MAKING OF SEXUAL OFFENDING LAWS/ LAURA J. ZILNEY AND LISA ANNE ZILNEY.

Shipwrecks--Law and legislation--France
Weddle, Robert S.
THE WRECKING OF LA SALLE'S SHIP AIMABLE AND THE TRIAL OF CLAUDE AIGRON; TRANSLATIONS BY FRANÇOIS LAGARDE.
1st ed.
Austin: University of Texas Press, c2009.

Single parents -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- United States -- Popular works.
Stanley, Jacqueline D.
UNMARRIED PARENTS' RIGHTS (AND RESPONSIBILITIES).
3rd ed.
Naperville, Ill.: Sphinx Pub., 2005.
KF547.Z9 S73 2005.

Slavery -- Law and legislation -- United States -- History.
Lively, Donald E., 1947-
THE CONSTITUTION, RACE, AND RENEWED RELEVANCE OF ORIGINAL INTENT: RECLAIMING THE LOST OPPORTUNITY OF FEDERALISM / DONALD LIVELY.

Social security -- Law and legislation -- United States.
Dobelstein, Andrew W.
UNDERSTANDING THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT: THE FOUNDATION OF SOCIAL WELFARE FOR AMERICA IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY.
Torts -- United States.
FAULT LINES: TORT LAW AS CULTURAL PRACTICE/EDITED BY DAVID M. ENGEL AND MICHAEL MCCANN.

Trials -- United States.
Burns, Robert P., 1947-
THE DEATH OF THE AMERICAN TRIAL.

Trials (Assassination)--Washington (D.C.)
THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN AND THE TRIAL OF THE CONSPIRATORS DAVID E. HEROLD, MARY E. SURRATT, LEWIS PAYNE, GEORGE A. ATZERODT, EDWARD SPANGLER, SAMUEL A. MUDD, SAMUEL ARNOLD, MICHAEL O'LAUGHLIN / COMPILED AND ARRANGED BY BENN PITMAN, RECORDER TO THE COMMISSION.

United States. Supreme Court.
Pfander, James E.
ONE SUPREME COURT: SUPREMACY, INFERIORITY, AND THE JUDICIAL POWER OF THE UNITED STATES.

United States. Alien Tort Claims Act.
Henner, Peter.
HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE ALIEN TORT STATUTE: LAW, HISTORY, AND ANALYSIS.

United States. Supreme Court.
Lindquist, Stefanie A., 1963-
MEASURING JUDICIAL ACTIVISM/STEFANIE A. LINDQUIST, FRANK B. CROSS.
Warshaw, Shirley Anne, 1950-
THE CO-PRESIDENCY OF BUSH AND CHENEY.

Victims of crimes -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- United States -- Popular works.
Boland, Mary L.
CRIME VICTIM'S GUIDE TO JUSTICE.
3rd ed.
Naperville, Ill.: Sphinx Pub., 2008.

War and emergency powers -- United States -- History.
Bruff, Harold H., 1944-
BAD ADVICE: BUSH'S LAWYERS IN THE WAR ON TERROR.
Lawrence, Kan.: University Press of Kansas, c2009.

War on Terrorism, 2001- -- Law and legislation--United States
Haas, Michael, 1938-
GEORGE W. BUSH, WAR CRIMINAL?: THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION'S LIABILITY
FOR 269 WAR CRIMES/FOREWORD BY BENJAMIN B. FERENCZ.

Water -- Law and legislation -- United States.
APPROPRIATIVE RIGHTS MODEL WATER CODE/SPONSORED BY WATER LAWS
COMMITTEE, ENVIRONMENTAL AND WATER RESOURCES INSTITUTE (EWRI) OF
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS; EDITED BY JOSEPH W.
DELLAPENNA.

Wildlife conservation -- Law and legislation -- United States.
Freyfogle, Eric T.
WILDLIFE LAW: A PRIMER/ERIC T. FREYFOGLE, DALE D. GOBLE.
KF5640 .F74 2009.
Wills -- United States -- Popular works.
Warda, Mark.
MAKE YOUR OWN SIMPLE WILL (+ CD-ROM) / MARK WARDA.
4th ed.
Naperville, Ill.: Sphinx Pub., 2006.

Women lawyers -- United States.
REACHING THE BAR: STORIES FROM WOMEN AT ALL STAGES OF THEIR LAW CAREERS/EDITED BY ROBIN SAX.

Workers' compensation claims -- United States.
Edelstein, Lawrence A., 1970-
WIN YOUR UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION CLAIM / LAWRENCE A. EDELSTEIN.
2nd ed.
Naperville, Ill.: Sphinx, 2002.